
 

Farewell Tributes -  Price Guide  

All Fleurs Anouk tributes are fully biodegradable and suitable for natural burial sites. Each 
bespoke design will be carefully discussed to ensure it  is meaningful and reflects the life of 
the person it is for.  We will discuss your choice of colours and flowers, and what special 
requests you may have and I will let you know what is in season and available and give 
suggestions.  

Each tributes is made using a selection of fresh seasonal flowers and foliages. As part of 
the nature’s eulogy my tributes always include rosemary and dried poppyseed heads for 
Remembrance. The bases are bespoke and made from natural materials such as birch, 
branches, moss, twigs, biodegradable cardboard forms and fibre floral.  

Tributes can include:  
Flat backed hand-tied floral arrangements tied with raffia 
Moss based tributes in shapes - such as a cross or heart 
Natural Coffin sprays  
Hand-tied bouquets tied with raffia 
Planter arrangements in hessian wrapped containers ( in Spring)  
Single stems 
Arrangements for altar, window sills, pedestals and for other areas of a church or  venue 

 
A standard coffin is 6ft long (182cm) and  about 70cm wide. Coffin sprays come in 2 sizes: 

3 ft  ( 91cm) Coffin spray  - £175  

5 ft  (152cm) Coffin spray  - £220  

Moss based wreaths start at £80 subject to the choice of flowers. The diameter of my 
wreaths is approximately 48cm- 50cm, subject to frame size requested.  

A tied-sheaf starts at £80. The length is approximately 60cm plus about 8cm, as I always 
include longer stems that go beyond the main bouquet, e.g pussy willow in Spring  

Hand-tie bouquet - prices subject to flower choice and quantity.  

Individual stems start at £2 pounds,  subject to flower choice.  

Delivery is between £3 - £8 depending on the location . I do not deliver further than 1 hour 
from Cambridge. 
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